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ABSTRACT. Usually, scheduling of maintenance operations and production sequencing are dealt with separately in the 

literature and, therefore, also in the industry. Given that maintenance affects available production time and elapsed 

production time affects the probability of machine failure, this interdependency seems to be overlooked in the literature. This 

paper presents a comparative study on joint production and preventive maintenance scheduling strategies regarding 

flowshop problems. The sequential strategy which consists of two steps: first scheduling the production jobs then inserting 

maintenance operations, taking the production schedule as a strong constraint. The integrated one which consists of 

simultaneously scheduling both maintenance and production activities based on a common representation of these two 

activities. For each strategy, a constructive heuristic and two meta-heuristics are proposed: NEH heuristic, Genetic 

algorithm and Taboo search. The goal is to optimize an objective function which takes into account both production and 

maintenance criteria. The proposed heuristics have been applied to non-standard test problems which represent joint 

production and maintenance benchmark flowshop scheduling problems taken from Benbouzid et al. (2003). A comparison of 

the solutions yielded by the heuristics developed in this paper with the heuristic solutions given by Taillard (1993) is 

undertaken with respect to the minimization of performance loss after maintenance insertion. The comparison shows that the 

proposed integrated GAs are clearly superior to all the analyzed algorithms. 

KEYWORDS: Production, Preventive maintenance, Joint scheduling, GA, Taboo search, NEH heuristic, Flowshop. 

1. Introduction 

Scheduling is one of the most significant activities of the control system since it aims at planning orders on 

machines in order to ensure customer satisfaction (through the respect of the due dates) and system profitability 

(through an efficient use of the resources). One of the most frequent production scheduling problems is the 

flowshop problem (FSP). This problem implies a natural ordering of the machines in the shop, in such a way that 

each job has one operation on each machine and all jobs have the same ordering sequence on each machine. At 

any time, each machine can process at most one job and each job can be processed on at most one machine. Pre-

emption is not allowed. Here we consider the permutation FSP (PFSP), i.e. the same job order is chosen on every 

machine. The objective is then to find a permutation of jobs that minimizes the completion time Cmax, also called 

makespan, of the last job. Conventionally, this problem is denoted by n/m/P/Cmax. It is a well-known     NP-hard 

problem (Rinnooy, 76). 

Another task closely related to production scheduling in industrial settings is maintenance. However, both 

activities conflict since they act on the same resources (equipments). As it is known, maintenance operations 

consume production time whereas delaying maintenance operations because of production demands may 

increase the probability of machine failure. Despite the relationship between them in industrial settings, 

scheduling of maintenance operations and production sequencing are dealt with separately in the production 

systems and operations research literature. Our contention is that manufacturing system productivity would 

benefit from considering jointly scheduling and maintenance to find the best compromise between the 

maintenance cost and the risk of machines unavailability.   

In this paper, we discuss the joint scheduling of independent jobs and maintenance in the flowshop 

sequencing problem, which we denoted JPMSP (Joint Production and Maintenance Scheduling Problem), with 

no pre-emption, no machine breakdowns and no setup times. The machine ready time and job release times are 

all zeros. The objective is then to optimise an objective function which takes into account both maintenance and 

production criterion. A constructive heuristic and two meta-heuristics are proposed: NEH heuristic (Nawaz et 

al., 1983), Genetic algorithm (GA) (Golberg, 1989) and Taboo Search (TS) (Glover, 1989), according to the 

most interesting joint scheduling strategies: sequential and integrated ones. This approach is inspired by the work 

of Ponnambalam et al. (2001) where an attempt has been made to evaluate the different constructive heuristics 

and a genetic algorithm to solve FSP. Among all the constructive heuristics compared, NEH heuristic performs 

well and gives minimum values for most of the problems. However, GA performs better then heuristics for FSP. 

We include TS in this study to cover the space of resolution methods. 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the background of JPMSP with both 

theoretical and practical aspects of joint production and maintenance scheduling in section 2. Section 3 

introduces the topic and the basic concepts on maintenance and the objective functions to optimize. Section 4 is 

devoted to joint maintenance and production scheduling strategies in permutation flowshop. Constructive 

heuristic and two meta-heuristics are proposed. Computational experiences with the proposed algorithms are 

reported in the section 5. A set of non-standard test problems which represent joint production and maintenance 

benchmark flowshop scheduling problems, are used for this purpose. Finally, the last section contains conclusion 

regarding the computational experience followed by suggested future research. 
 

2. The background of JPMSP 

As in industry, production scheduling and maintenance planning are typically treated independently in the 

production systems and operations research literature. On one hand, an extensive amount of this research 

addresses production/machine scheduling without worrying about maintenance. On the other hand the literature 

on the use of mathematical modelling for analyzing, planning and optimizing maintenance actions is also 

extensive. However, the interaction between maintenance and production, particularly their joint scheduling, is 

relatively little studied and rather recent in the literature. 

There are a few studies that consider combining production scheduling and maintenance planning. These 

studies’ aim is to determine the best moment to plan maintenance operations according to a compromise between 

the maintenance cost and the risk of machines unavailability (Brandolese et al., 1996; Sanmarti et al., 1997). 

Some authors propose to solve the single-machine scheduling problem while others propose to solve it on m 

machines. Graves and Lee (1999) formulate the single-machine problem with total weighted completion time as 

the objective function, but they schedule only one maintenance operation during the planning horizon. Qi et al. 

(1999) studied scheduling jobs on a single machine problem with the possibility of multiple maintenance 

actions. The time elapsed between two maintenance actions can not exceed a given value, but they do not 

explicitly model the risk of not performing maintenance. Raza et al. (2007) considered joint scheduling of jobs 

and preventive maintenance operations on a single machine with an objective to minimize the total earliness and 

tardiness of jobs about a common due date (see also Bennour et al., 2001; Kaabi et al., 2002; Lee and Lin, 2001; 

Sortrakul et al., 2005). Ashayeri et al. (1996) use a discrete-time multi-machine integrated model, but they 

consider lot sizing rather than scheduling individual jobs. Lee and Chen (2000) extend the work of Graves and 

Lee (1999) to parallel machines, but still with only one maintenance action, see also (Harrath and Chebel-

Morello, 2002; Kaabi et al., 2003). 

There are only a few studies that explicitly try to integrate flowshop scheduling and maintenance decisions 

by optimizing them simultaneously. Cassady and Kutanoglu (2003) is one of the few cases where an integrated 

model for job and preventive maintenance activities scheduling is shown such that total tardiness is minimized. 

However, the authors propose a total enumeration approach that is tested against very small problems with a 

maximum of eight jobs which is not practical. A more complex hybrid flowshop problem is tackled in Allaoui 

and Artiba (2004), but in this work, preventive maintenance operations are given as problem data and considered 

as constraints, i.e., not as a result of the machine operation like we consider in this work. Aggoune (2004) 

minimize the makespan of a flowshop with availability constraints.Two maintenance policies are considered. In 

the first, maintenance starting times are fixed, where as in the second maintenance must be performed within a 

given time window. Ruiz et al. (2006) propose two preventive maintenance policies, and then describe a new 

criterion to schedule preventive maintenance operations to the production sequence. Six adaptations of heuristics 

and metaheuristics methods that include the proposed criterion have been scheduled.  

All the works listed above study the problem in a very restricted way and are limited, most of the time, to 

only one machine or only one scheduling strategy. Moreover, they are interested only in production criteria even 

for the cases where the unavailability periods are due to preventive maintenance interventions. While this body 

of work is very important, it is difficult to apply in practice and what we propose in this paper is a simpler way 

of considering preventive maintenance operations scheduling. Our approach consists in combining scheduling 

resolution methods and joint scheduling strategies aiming to describe the benefits of integrating the two activities 

into a decision-making process. 

  

3. Scheduling and preventive maintenance 

Maintenance is understood as any activity carried out on a system to maintain it or to restore it to a specific 

state (Boroloni, 2004). Maintenance operations can be classified into two large groups according to the 

intervention time: Corrective Maintenance (CM) and Preventive Maintenance (PM). CM is carried out when the 

failure has already taken place. PM consists in carrying out the operations in machines and equipment before the 

failure or the breakdown takes place, and at fixed time intervals previously established. The objective of PM is to 

prevent failures before they happen and therefore to minimize the probability of failure.  
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The importance of PM is well established in a manufacturing environment. A sound PM program results in 

reducing CM cost and cost of defective production. It also increases the availability of the production facility. 

The choice of PM, for this study, is a consequence of its planned aspect which makes it the most adapted for the 

maintenance scheduling. In this case, the search for a production schedule will be correlated to the search for PM 

planning which is predefined and easy to implement. 

One accounts in the literature two joint production and PM scheduling strategies based on a different policy 

(Lee and Chen, 2000) aiming to solve conflicts between production and maintenance: sequential strategy and 

integrated strategy. The sequential strategy consists of scheduling production jobs, then inserting PM operations, 

taking the production schedule as an additional constraint of resources unavailability in the resolution of the 

problem. The integrated one consists of simultaneously scheduling both maintenance and production activities 

based on a common representation of these two activities. Such policy limits the risks of conflicts, and thus 

makes it possible to optimize a joint objective function (Brandolese et al., 1996; Sloan et al., 2000). 

The PM can be stated as follows. Each machine is maintained periodically at known intervals of time. The 

PM operations are periodic interventions occurring every T periods and each occurrence depends on the ones 

preceding it on the same machine. The processing time of PM operation j on machine i is p’ij. The processing 

times are fixed, nonnegative and evaluated with more or less certainty. Moreover, the periodicity T of these 

operations can vary in a tolerance interval noted [Tmin, Tmax]. This interval gives some flexibility to plan PM 

operations while respecting the production constraint, disturbing the least possible the production schedule, and 

respecting the maintenance equipment periodicity.  

Ideally a PM operation is planed inside the interval [Tmin, Tmax] (Figure 1–Area 2). If the period is lower 

than Tmin (Figure 1–Area 1), PM interventions will be too frequent, compared to the machine real need, and 

thus induce a too high maintenance cost. Moreover, if some PM operations are programmed after Tmax (Figure 

1–Area 3), breakdowns are likely to appear and consequently CM operations too. As a result, the machine would 

be unavailable, and also induces a maintenance cost increase. A machine i can be subject to several different PM 

operations which will be repeated periodically. Let: 

- Mij: the PM operation j on machine i.  

- Tij: periodicity of the PM operation Mij. 

- Tminij: earliest time separating two consecutives occurrences of Mij; 

- Tmaxij: latest time separating two consecutives occurrences of Mij; 

- p’ij: processing time of PM operation Mij. It is supposed to be known and constant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Tolerance interval of a PM operation. 

 

Ideally a PM operation is programmed inside the interval [Tmin, Tmax]. However, it can be programmed before 

Tmin and thus be considered in advance (this advance is noted E’), or after Tmax and thus be considered as late 

(this delay is noted L’). Earliness and tardiness of the kth occurrence of the PM operation Mij is computed as 

follows: 

- t’ijk: execution time of the kth occurrence of Mij.  

- E’ijk: Earliness execution time of the kth occurrence of Mij.   

  E’ijk = max (0, t’ijk+p’ij+Tminij – t’ijk-1)  
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- L’ijk: Tardiness execution time of the kth occurrence of Mij.  

  L’ijk = max (0, t’ijk-1 - t’ijk-p’ij-Tmaxij)  

 

The tolerance interval of the kth occurrence of PM operation Mij [Tminijk, Tmaxijk] is given by: 

- Tminijk = t’ijk-1+p’ijk+Tminij; 

- Tmaxijk = t’ijk-1+p’ijk+Tmaxij. 

 

The goal of joint scheduling is to propose a method that provides a common planning for production jobs and 

PM operations. Thus, the objective is to optimize a common objective function which takes into account both 

production and maintenance criterion. The constraints imposed by the customers to their suppliers are often 

expressed in term of time, which lead us naturally to the minimization of the makespan. One will note f1 the 

production objective function: 

      1 max ( )
ij

f = C = Max c
1                                                                                                    [1] 

We introduced in figure 1 a cost curve that depends on the period where PM operations are executed (time). 

This curve can be established on the base of a mathematical model. The purpose of this work is to optimize a 

time and not a cost. From the supplier point of view, the respect of the maintenance periods influences the 

constraints of the production system. One will note f2 the maintenance objective function.  
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To optimize the two criteria, we take into account the following objective function:  

1 1 2 2= +f w f w f                                                                                                                                             [3]                                           

 

(w1, w2) are weights which will measure the respective contributions of production and maintenance in the 

global objective function. The goal is not to study multicriteria optimization but only to measure the impact of 

production or maintenance on the global objective function. For that the parameters w1 and w2 can depend on the 

number of tasks, processing time or problem size. They are independent and non complementary. They are fixed 

by the user according to the degree of importance given to production or maintenance. 

 

4. Proposed solution algorithms 

We propose three heuristic algorithms to solve JPMSP. The first algorithm is NEH heuristic. The other two 

algorithms are metaheuristics based on TS and GA algorithms. We discuss the most salient aspects of the 

adaptation of the three proposed algorithms, in the case of sequential and integrated strategies, briefly as follows. 

 

4.1. Sequential strategy 

The first step of sequential strategy consists first in generating a production schedule with GA, TS and NEH. 

Then PM operations are inserted in the generated schedule. The parameters setting adopted for GAs and NEH 

heuristic are those used in the research study by Ponnambalam et al. (2001). For TS, we use the application of 

this technique proposed by Nowicki and Smutnicki (1996). The complete details are not reported for the sake of 

concise presentation. Moreover, as we deal with PFSP, the insertion of the PM operations will be done first on 

single machine, then on the rest of the machines (m-1), as described below.  

4.1.1. Resolution of the single-machine problem 

The insertion of PM operations on one machine will be done according to two heuristics: Basic and In-depth 

search. These heuristics are presented below.  

(a) The Basic Heuristic (BH) (Kaabi et al., 2002) consists in inserting a PM operation exactly at T (period 

for a PM operation insertion), Tmin or Tmax (resp. earliest and latest period for a PM operation insertion). If a 

production job is planned at this time, the PM operation will be deferred and will start only at the completion 

time of the production job. 

(b) The In-depth search Heuristic (IH) (Benbouzid et al., 2003) takes into account the tolerance interval (§ 

3) (Figure 2). A PM operation can be inserted on all the sites of its tolerance interval, i.e. at the completion 

time of each production job which is inside this interval; or exactly at Tmin if no job is executed at this time. 

                                                             
1 cij:  completation time of task j on the machinei. 
2 Maxj represents the effective occurrence number of the PM operation Mj. 
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Moreover, it is possible to use one of the two strategies described above: (S1) PM operations advances and 

delays are not allowed. PM operations are inserted only in their tolerance interval or (S2) PM operations 

advances and delays are allowed. A PM operation can be inserted just before Tmin or just after Tmax. 

 

For each site, one evaluates the obtained schedule (global objective function f). The best site is the one 

minimizing the function f. if a PM operation is inserted before Tmin (maintenance useless) or after Tmax (risk of 

breakdown) provided that the evaluation of the resulting scheduling is better. The search for a solution, in the 

case of one machine is done in-depth initially without feed-back. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Possible sites of a PM operation insertion.  

4.1.2. Resolution of the multi-machines problem 

The insertion of PM operations on all machines will be done according to three heuristics introduced by 

Benbouzid et al. (2003): Naive, Ascending and Descending heuristics. These three heuristics are presented 

below.  

 (a) Naïve Heuristic (NH) inserts all PM operations, on all machines, from the first until the last one. The 

insertion of PM operations on one machine is done according to BH heuristic developed in the preceding 

section. 

(b) Ascending Heuristic (AH) inserts PM operations, on all machines, from the first until the last one. The 

insertion of PM operations on one machine is done according to IH heuristic developed in the preceding 

section. 

(c) Descending Heuristic (DH) inserts PM operations, on all machines, from the last until the first one. The 

insertion of PM operations on one machine is done according to IH heuristic. 

 

4.2. Integrated strategy 

In the sequential strategy, the objective function to optimize is mainly the production one (Cmax). In the 

integrated one the aim is to optimize a global objective function which takes into accounts both production and 

maintenance criterion. Therefore, the resolution with the integrated strategy is based on a joint representation of 

production and maintenance data. In what follows, we will first, present the proposed representation of a joint 

scheduling solution, then for each heuristic (GA, TS and NEH), the proposed adaptations. 

4.2.1. Joint production and PM schedule representation 

A joint production and maintenance solution is coded as a structure with two fields: the first one is a vector S 

that represents the execution sequence of production jobs. The second one is a matrix M that represents the sites 

of PM operations insertion on the machines. The element M[i,j] represents the insertion of the j
th

 PM operation 

of the i
th

 machine in the sequence S. 

Example: 

 

 

 

 

1 9 3 8 5 6 7 4 2 0 

 

0  1  4  6 

1  2  5 

0  4  7  8 

 

Production sequence S 

Matrix M 

ƒ4 ƒ5 ƒ6 

ƒ1 ƒ2 ƒ3 
Mi1 

P 1 P 3 P 2 P 4 P 5 P 7 Mi1 P 6 

P1 P3 P2 P4 P 5 P 7 P 6 

Mi2 

P 1 P 3 P 2 P 4 P 5 P 7 Mi1 P 6 Mi2 

 

Tmini1 

Tmaxi1 

Tmini2                             Tmaxi2 
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S= (1 ; 9 ; 3 ; 8 ; 5 ; 6 ; 7 ; 4 ; 2 ; 0) 

S[2]=9; S[6]=6; etc… 

M [3,2] = 4 means that the second PM operation on the third machine is inserted in position 4 (after the 

production job 8) in sequence S. The execution order of PM operations on the three machines according to the 

preceding example is the following: 

Machine 1 : M0 1, P1 , M1 1, P9 , P3 , P8 , M2 1 , P5 , P6 , M3 1 , P7 , P4 , P2 , P0 

Machine 2 : P1 , M0 2 , P9 , M1 2, P3 , P8 , P5 , M2 2 , P6 , P7 , P4 , P2 , P0 

Machine 3 : M0 3 , P1 , P9 , P3 , P8 , M1 3 , P5 , P6 , P7 , M2 3 , P4s , M3 3 , P2 , P0 

4.2.2. An integrated genetic algorithm 

In this section, we discuss the detailed features of the proposed Integrated Genetic Algorithm (IGA). The 

new GA operators used have the particularity of working on a joint production and PM individual. These 

operators are described as follows: 

(a) Crossover. Crossover can be applied on the production sequence S or the maintenance matrix M. We 

propose the following crossover: 

•  Production crossover. They are the classical crossover on production defined for GA (Goldberg, 

1989; Portmann, 1996). 

•  Maintenance crossover. Benbouzid et al. propose in 2006 a new maintenance crossover called k-

points horizontal crossover.  

 (b) Mutation. Also mutation can be done on production sequence S or maintenance matrix M. We propose 

the following mutation: 

•  Production mutation: In Taillard (1990) it was shown that the neighbourhood based on insertion-

moves can be evaluated more efficiently than the one based on interchange-moves and additionally gives 

at least the same solution quality. Thus, we applied the insertion-moves only to the production sequence S 

while keeping the maintenance matrix M unchanged. The goal of this strategy is to create new individuals 

by changing the execution order of the production jobs, while keeping PM operations in their initial sites. 

•  Maintenance mutation: Benbouzid et al. (2006) propose two new mutations on maintenance called 

random mutation and k-points vertical mutation. 

At each iteration, in order to diversify the generated population, we apply randomly one of the news 

operators presented above. 

4.2.3. Integrated TS 

In this section, we discuss the detailed features of the proposed Integrated Taboo Search (ITS) algorithm as 

follows: 

(a) Initial solution. Initial solution is any sequence of jobs that satisfies the preventive maintenance 

requirement. TS can start the search with a random solution, or a provided one. For us, a solution can be 

complete or partial. A complete solution represents a joint production and PM scheduling solution. In this case, a 

complete initial solution is obtained after insertion of PM operations using one of the heuristics presented in the 

preceding section, on a production schedule generated randomly.  

(b) Neighbourhood 

The move from a solution to another in the neighbourhood can be done by mutation in the production 

sequence, the PM matrix, or on both at the same time. We defined two types of moves allowing generating news 

solutions in the neighbourhood of the current one. The first one concerns production jobs, and the second one 

PM operations. The neighbour solution is chosen according to one of the following strategies: Best move, First 

improve or Randomly (Goldberg, 1989). 

•  Production. A neighbourhood solution is obtained by swapping two randomly selected jobs, in the 

production sequence S, while the maintenance matrix M stays unchanged.      

•  Maintenance. A PM operation has several possible insertion sites in its tolerance interval. It is, thus, 

interesting to define the neighbourhood of a solution as all the possible insertion sites for one or more PM 

operations, on one or more machines. 

In order to diversify the search, when generating the neighbourhood N(Sc) of the current solution Sc, we 

apply randomly one of the mutation operators presented above. 

 (c) Candidate list size: It is a list containing a subset of neighbourhood moves examined. A candidate list 
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size of 20 is selected, for each iteration, after using the conclusions from a series of tests performed in Nowicki 

and Smutnicki (1996). 

(d) Taboo restriction: In our implementation, attributes of a schedule are jobs swapped in a schedule which 

are recorded in taboo list. The taboo list can store a maximum of 7 moves and it is updated using First In First 

Out (FIFO) strategy. 

• Aspiration criterion: It is satisfied when the best neighbour solution of the current iteration is found 

better than the best solution visited so far. 

• Stopping criterion: The algorithm is stopped after 5000 iterations of no improvement. 

4.2.4. Integrated NEH 

An integrated resolution of JPMSP with NEH (INEH) requires the definition of a preceding order among all 

the tasks to be ordered (production and maintenance ones). This order is clearly defined among the production 

jobs (the job with the highest processing time on all machines should be placed first), in the case of makespan 

minimization. For PM operations, the order is preset on each machine (each PM operation depends on the ones 

preceding it on the same machine). The problem of both production jobs and PM operations order remains. We 

propose the following strategy: First, the production jobs are sorted in decreasing order according to their total 

processing time on the machines (Sorted list L). PM operations are sorted too, in increasing order, according to 

their Tmin (Sorted list L’). Then the first two jobs (those with largest processing times) and the first occurrence of 

each PM operations with earliest Tmin are taken, and all the possible schedules including these production jobs 

and PM operations are evaluated, while respecting the constraint of PM operations insertion. The sequence with 

the best objective function value is taken for further consideration. For every remaining job in the list L and PM 

operation in the list L’, we find the best schedule by inserting the production job at all possible sites in the 

sequence of jobs that are already scheduled and the PM operations at all possible sites inside their tolerance 

interval. 

 

5. Computational results and analysis 

In this section, we present the results of a series of computational experiments conducted to test the 

effectiveness of the proposed heuristics (NEH, TS and GA), in the resolution of JPMSP with sequential and 

integrated strategies in the flowshop sequencing problem. For each strategy, we report on two sets of 

experiments. In the first set we have undertaken a sensitivity analysis of performance of the new parameters 

proposed. The complete details are reported in the next section. The second set analysis’s the effectiveness of the 

proposed heuristics.  

To our knowledge, there is no instance for JPMSP. Therefore, the test problems for evaluating the proposed 

heuristics are non-standard ones, generated by following the procedure given by Benbouzid et al. (2003) for 

generating joint production and preventive maintenance benchmark flowshop scheduling problems. The 

production benchmarks are those of Taillard (1993). Thaillard has produced a set of problems for PFSP to 

minimize the makespan. For PM, Benbouzid et al. (2003) developed a processor to generate randomly PM 

benchmarks. The used parameters are the number of machines and PM parameters (p’, T, Tmin and Tmax). They 

generate only one PM type per machine for each problem. Moreover, the processing time of a PM operation is 

identical for all its occurrences. These ones are combined to production benchmarks to obtain joint production 

and maintenance benchmarks. The objective functions taken into consideration are the minimization of 

makespan for the production, the minimization of the sum of the delays and advances for maintenance (§ 3), and 

finally the minimization of makespan after maintenance insertion for joint production and maintenance 

scheduling. The contribution of production and maintenance objective functions in the common objective 

function f are equal to 1 (w1=1 and w2=1). The proposed common weighted global objective function will allow 

tackling the problem in a simplified way. 

One difficulty faced by researchers in scheduling is to compare their developed heuristics with those of other 

researchers. If the standard set of test problems is accessible, different algorithms’ performances can be 

compared on exactly the same set of test problems. In the case of JPMSP, few computational results can be 

found and no optimal or near optimal results exists. Since no competitive results for JPMSP are found in the 

literature, we compare our results with the upper bound values of makespan yielded by Taillard (1993) according 

to the performance loss after maintenance insertion. Thus, this loss is as an evaluation parameter for the 

proposed adaptation of NEH heuristic, TS and GA. When comparing the solutions, the best one is the one which 

gave the least increase. 
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5.1. Sequential strategy 

In this section, we present an evaluation of the results obtained with NEH, TS and GA in the resolution of 

JPMSP by the sequential strategy. We report on two sets of experiments: the first one concerns the production 

scheduling and the second one is an analysis of performance of the maintenance insertion heuristics.  

For the first set of experiments, it is to be noted that we have undertaken a sensitivity analysis of performance 

for GA and TS by varying different parameters such as those involved in the choice of the number of generation 

and the neighbourhood size. These parameters were experimentally found to be good and robust for the 

problems tested. The complete details are not reported for the sake of concise presentation. For TS and GA the 

following parameter settings were used: 

- TS was executed with the following parameters: Number of generations: 5000; neighbourhood size: 50; 

Taboo list size: 7. For each benchmark, the best result is retained. 

- The results of GA were obtained after several executions of the method. The best result is saved, as well as 

the associated parameters. The following parameters are the same for all the executions of GA: Number of 

generations: 5000; crossover rate: 0.7; mutation rate: 0.01; N_best, the replacement is done between the 

selected population and the crossed one. Population size: between 50 and 100. However, since the GA are 

known to prematurely converge, the only way to get the best solution was to use a strategy called "sharing" 

(Bonabeau, 1999). This strategy allows diversifying the population, avoiding GA to get trapped in a local 

optimum. We use sharing with the following parameters: αSharing = 0.99 and βSharing = 4. 

 

For the second set of experiments, table 1 presents the results of the evaluation of the maintenance insertion 

heuristics on production sequence. We test on each production sequence, the maintenance insertion heuristics 

developed in section 4.1.  By considering the objective of minimizing the performance loss after maintenance 

insertion, we evaluate the maintenance insertion heuristics in comparison with the upper bound values of 

makespan presented by Taillard (1993) for 90 benchmark permutation flowshop scheduling problems taken from 

Taillard (1993). We retained the best result for the chart. The maintenance insertion heuristics considered are 

NH, AH and DH, as presented in section 4.1. The following abbreviations are used: 

- NH heuristic at T, Tmin and Tmax: respectively NH, NHmin and NHmax;  

- AH heuristic with and without PM operations advances or delays: respectively AH+ and AH-; 

- DH heuristic with and without PM operations advances or delays: respectively DH+ and DH-. 

 

Table 1. Results of the evaluation of maintenance insertion heuristics3 

Heuristics NH DH AH 

Best results 
NH NHmin NHmax DH+ DH- AH+ AH- 

0% 0% 4% 21% 12% 40% 23% 

Total 4% 33% 63% 

 

According to the results of table 1, one can notice that both ascending (AH) and descending (DH) heuristics 

which tolerate advances and delays of PM operations perform better (respectively 40% and 21%) than those 

which do not tolerate such advances and delays (respectively 23% and 12%). The main reason for such a 

superior performance is due to the fact that a PM operation has more possible insertion sites in the first heuristics 

(AH+ and DH+) than in the second ones (AH- and DH-). Indeed, when PM operations advances and delays are 

allowed, these ones can be inserted before their Tmin or after their Tmax, which implies more possible insertion 

sites for PM operations.  

The worst result is obtained by NH heuristic with only 4% of the best results. That is mainly due to the NH 

constraint that consists in inserting PM operations at only their T, Tmin or Tmax periods which implies to defer PM 

operation after the completion time of production job, if these ones are planed at this time. As a result, the 

quality of the joint schedule is low.  Releasing this constraint (tolerating advances and delays of PM operations), 

increases the joint schedule quality.  

Based on the results of table 1, we used AH+ heuristic to insert PM operations in the production sequence. 

The results after insertion of PM operations in the production sequences generated at the preceding phase are 

presented in table 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
3 The results of table 1 represent the number of times an insertion heuristic gave the best results, among all the tested benchmarks.  
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Table 2: Joint production and PM scheduling with sequential strategy 

 Sequential (Production) Sequential (After maintenance insertion) 

Benchmark NEHprod
4
 TSprod GAprod NEHseq

5
 TSseq GAseq 

7x7 6590 6590 6590 7090 7409 6925 

8x8 8566 8364 8457 8988 9235 8580 

20x5 1303 1249 1318 1252 1262 1202 

20x10 1603 1602 1583 1700 1650 1640 

20x15 2002 2145 1972 2200 2209 2166 

30x15 2644 2702 2643 2867 2849 2796 

50x10 3153 3271 3218 3696 3356 3189 

75x20 5465 5497 5227 5852 5768 7122 

100x10 530 577 533 552 647 556 

 

The results obtained with GA represent 80% of the best results, 20% are given by TS. Heuristic NEH 

performed better for large-sized problems. We can conclude that GA are better than TS and heuristic NEH for 

the sequential strategy. 

One will note from Table 2 that some good results, when optimising production scheduling (first step of the 

sequential strategy), became worst after maintenance insertion (second step of the sequential strategy). Indeed, in 

the sequential strategy, optimizing the production objective function (f1) does not mean systematically 

optimizing the global objective function (f), after PM operations insertion. This is due to the fact that a good 

schedule means little idles times.  However, the insertion of maintenance generates a lot of shifts in the 

production sequence implying, thus, a deterioration of the objective function. 

As a conclusion, we can say that sequential GA are better than sequential NEH and sequential TS. TS 

performed the worst. This is due to the fact that it starts from a random solution leading to a premature 

convergence. 

 

5.2. Integrated strategy 

In this section, we present an evaluation of the results obtained with INEH, ITS and IGA in the resolution of 

JPMSP by the integrated strategy. First, we present two preliminary studies on the new parameters and operators 

defined to solve this problem (§ 4.3). In our case, no competitive results for JPMSP exist, with state-of-the-art 

algorithms. For this reason, we use the Taillard (1993) PFSP 20x10 benchmark problem and consider the relative 

increases in the common objective function yielded by IGA and ITS, relative to the best makespan value 

reported by the Taillard PFSP 20x10 with upper bound stated at 1659. When comparing the solutions, the best 

one is the one which gave the least increase, in order to determine the best parameters to adopt. The results of the 

evaluation of the ITS parameters are presented in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Results of evaluation of the ITS parameters 

TS parameters Initial solution Neighbourhood 

Best results Random Given Production Maintenance 

21% 79% 43% 57% 

 

ITS with given initial solution performs better. This is due to the fact that this solution is near optimal. For 

the neighbourhood, the strategy of shifting PM operations gives the best results. The main reason for such a 

superior performance is due to the fact that a PM operation has several possible insertion sites in its tolerance 

interval, knowing that, inside the tolerance interval, we assume that the maintenance objective function f2 is 

equal to 0. 

For IGA, we executed 100 tests with the same parameters and all the crossover and mutation operators which 

we proposed. The results of the evaluation of the IGA operators are presented in Table 4. The following 

abbreviations are used:  

- HC1: 1-point horizontal crossover; 

                                                             
4 prod : production 
5 seq : sequential strategy 
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- HC2: 2-points horizontal crossover; 

- VM1: 1-point vertical mutation; 

- VM2: 2-points vertical mutation. 

 

Table 4: Results of evaluation of the IGA operators 

GA operators Maintenance crossover Maintenance mutation 

Best results HC1 HC2 Random VM1 VM2 

51% 49% 11% 57% 32% 

 

In the case of maintenance crossover operators, we cannot affirm that one is better than the other. The values 

performed by the 1-point horizontal crossover represent 51% of the best results compared to the ones with the 2-

ponts horizontal crossover. We think that the two operators are both technically good. On the other hand, for the 

mutation operators, the 1-point vertical mutation operator gave the best results. The principle of the 1-point 

vertical mutation which consists of mutation on the production sequence, while respecting the PM operations 

initial insertion sites, assumes greater significance in enhancing the performance of the obtained joint schedule. 

In all experiments of the following section we will execute ITS with the parameters deduced from table 3: 

initial solution given, generated by constructive heuristics on which one inserts PM operation with AH+ 

heuristic; and the neighbourhood is generated by shifting the PM operations. We will execute IGA with the 

operators deduced from table 4: 1-point horizontal crossover and 1-point vertical mutation.  Table 5 presents the 

results obtained. 

Table 5: Joint production and PM scheduling with integrated strategy 

 Production Integrated strategy 

Benchmark NEH TS GA INEH ITS IGA 

7x7 6590 6590 6590 8397 7397 6898 

8x8 8566 8364 8457 9628 10424 8720 

20x5 1303 1249 1318 1249 1234 1222 

20x10 1603 1602 1583 1700 1696 1686 

20x15 2002 2145 1972 2200 2200 2203 

30x15 2644 2702 2643 2859 2759 2745 

50x10 3153 3271 3218 3734 3740 3698 

75x20 5465 5497 5227 5826 5890 5851 

100x10 530 577 533 555 607 571 

 

One notes that, overall, GA give the best results, even in the case of joint production and PM scheduling, 

since IGA obtained more than 60% of the best results. ITS gives 20% of the best results. However, a close look 

at the obtained solutions objective functions, for IGA and ITS, shows that they are very close. 

In what follows, we compare NEH, TS and GA, sequential and integrated heuristics, to determine the best 

heuristic for the resolution of JPMSP. Tables 2 and 5 present a summary of the best performances for the 

sequential and integrated strategies with NEH, TS and GA. Based on values of tables 2 and 5, the values of 

makespan given by each heuristic are relatively evaluated against the upper bound for makespan reported by 

Taillard (1993) for the same benchmarks. The mean relative increases in makespan yielded by the proposed 

heuristics, relative to the best makespan values reported by Taillard, are noted for every problem size. The 

results of evaluation are presented in Table 6. 

It is evident that the best values for makespan given by Taillard are better than the heuristic values yielded by 

the proposed algorithms. The primary reason for such a performance is that the insertion of PM operations 

increases the makespan values. A fair comparison of our results with the upper bound values of makespan 

presented by Taillard (1993) is difficult since Taillard benchmarks are dedicated to production scheduling only 

while ignoring PM. Moreover, the computational result of the proposed sequential and integrated algorithms are 

obtained with a set of non-standard test problems generated by following the procedure given by Benbouzid et 

al. in 2003, which represent production benchmarks proposed by Taillard(1993) combined to randomly 

generated maintenance benchmarks, to obtain joint production and maintenance tests problems. 
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Table 6: Best variations compared to the production 

Benchmarks 
Mean relative percentage increase in makespan 

Production Sequential strategy Integrated strategy 

7x7 6590 GA 0,033 GA 0,030 GA 

8x8 8366 TS 0,062 NEH 0,035 GA 

20x5 1249 TS -0,004 GA 0,000 GA 

20x10 1603 GA 0,003 GA 0,000 GA 

20x15 1972 GA 0,194 GA 0,228 GA 

30x15 2643 GA 0,153 GA 0,102 GA 

50x10 3153 NEH 0,003 GA 0,054 GA 

75x20 5227 TS 0,054 NEH 0,056 TS 

100x10 530 GA 0,002 NEH 0,002 NEH 

 

Overall, it is observed from the results that the integrated strategy perform better than the sequential one. The 

main reason for such a superior performance is due to the fact that the optimization in two phases of the 

sequential strategy (first production jobs are scheduled, which represents a strong constraint, then PM operations 

are inserted in the resulting schedule) decreases the quality of the obtained joint schedule. In the case of the 

integrated strategy, the simultaneous optimization of both production and maintenance criterion gives better 

results, according to a common representation of maintenance and production tasks. 

 

Conclusion and future research suggestions 

In this paper, we address the problem of joint scheduling of maintenance operations and jobs in the flowshop 

sequencing problem with an objective to optimise a common objective function which takes into account both 

production and maintenance criterion. A constructive heuristic and two efficient metaheuristics are also 

proposed. Moreover, we tackle the problem according to the most interesting strategies' of joint scheduling 

which are integrated and sequential one. Numerical experiments have resulted in the following conclusions: 

•  A comparative study among all the implemented methods showed that the integrated strategy is better 

than the sequential one because production jobs and PM operations are taken into account 

simultaneously.  

•  For the resolution by the sequential strategy, we develop heuristics for maintenance insertion. We 

propose IH heuristic to solve single machine problem and NH, AH and DH heuristics to solve the          

m-machines problem. We can notice that the incidence of systematic insertion (case of heuristics NH 

with its three alternatives) is not good on joint schedule quality. Releasing this constraint, by the search of 

the best site for the maintenance insertion, within the boundaries of the tolerance interval (case of the 

heuristic AH+ and DH+), induced a clear improvement of the joint schedule quality. 

•  For the resolution by the integrated strategy, we propose first a new structure with two fields to 

represent a joint schedule. Then, for each resolution approach, we propose an adequate adaptation. Thus 

we adapted NEH heuristic by proposing a precedence order between both production jobs and PM 

operations, and finally new genetic operators for IGA and new parameters for ITS, which integrate 

maintenance aspect.  

 

In all the cases, GA gave the best results then TS and NEH. This is due to the search strategy used by each 

method.  Indeed the principle of search based on the evolutionary approach is more powerful than that of the 

iterative and constructive ones. 

There are several directions in which this research can be extended. In this study, an assumption is that the 

machine does not fail. An extension can be to address both problems jointly. Some other opportunities of 

research may include the consideration of a stochastic behaviour. The processing times and maintenance related 

parameters can also be considered as random parameters following some probability distribution. The objective 

can be to minimize the expected value of the objective function. A multi-objective scheduling problem subjected 

to preventive maintenance and machine failures can also be considered for future work, as most machine 

scheduling problems need to satisfy more than one criterion. 
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